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ABSTRACT
In the area of Computer Science, Parallel job scheduling is an important field of research. Finding a best
suitable processor on the high performance or cluster computing for user submitted jobs plays an
important role in measuring system performance. A new scheduling technique called communication aware
scheduling is devised and is capable of handling serial jobs, parallel jobs, mixed jobs and dynamic jobs.
This work focuses the comparison of communication aware scheduling with the available parallel job
scheduling techniques and the experimental results show that communication aware scheduling performs
better when compared to the available parallel job scheduling techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Along with the power of parallelization in supercomputers and massively parallel processors
comes the problem of deciding how to utilize this increased processing capability efficiently. In a
parallel computing environment, multiple processors are available to execute collectively
submitted jobs [7]. In this work, the concentration is given to jobs submitted by users.
While considering the user jobs that are to be scheduled under high performance computing
environments such as clusters or super computers, it is important to take an ultimate care for
selecting the scheduling strategy. Since scheduling plays an important role in improving the
system performance. Otherwise, the system can be degraded due to the under utilization of
existing resource, load imbalancing, more time taken for completing the jobs, etc.
We can classify the user jobs as two forms according to the nature of its execution. They are
namely: serial jobs and parallel jobs. Serial job can contain single process whereas the parallel job
can contain a set of processes. Serial jobs are independent jobs and these jobs can be scheduled to
any of the available processors. The parallel jobs are classified into two types namely: batch and
coscheduled. The processes involved in the batch jobs are independent whereas the processes
involved in coscheduled jobs are depend among themselves. Batch jobs can be scheduled using
any of the existing techniques such as [1], [3], [6], but for coscheduled jobs, if the same
techniques mentioned in [1], [3] and [6], then the system performance can be slowed down due to
communication overhead.
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2. MOTIVATION
Traditional scheduling policies for parallel systems focus on treating differently for interactive
versus batch jobs in order to maximize the utilization of an expensive system. Because it will
reduces resource fragmentation and increases system utilization. Users are expected to provide
nearly accurate estimates of job execution times [14].
Peter Strazdins and John Uhlmann has been compared local scheduling with gang scheduling.
Experiments on a Beowulf cluster with 100Mb fast Ethernet switches are made comparing the
gang scheduling with local scheduling. Results for communication-intensive numerical
applications on 16 nodes reveal that gang scheduling results in slowdowns up to a factor of two
greater for 8 simultaneous jobs. The application studies showed that, when considering
scheduling policies, both memory usage and communication patterns have an important effect on
overall throughput. These factors should not be neglected [2].
A generic framework for deploying coscheduling techniques has been proposed by Saurabh, et al.
All the types of explicit coscheduling techniques such as dynamic coscheduling, spin block and
periodic boost and a co-ordinated coscheduling were proposed. For all the coscheduling
techniques, the mixture of jobs is considered such as CPU intensive and parallel jobs, I/O
intensive and parallel jobs. For performance evaluation, execution time, overhead and slowdown
were considered. The scheduling techniques perform well for CPU intensive and parallel jobs but
for the I/O intensive and parallel jobs, performance degrades [1].
In general, the workload for job scheduling techniques is divided into two main categories
namely: serial jobs and parallel jobs. The parallel jobs are again subdivided into batch jobs or
coscheduled jobs. A batch job contains a set of independent processes, whereas coscheduled job
contains a set of dependent processes. The dependencies may be due to communication, I/O or
synchronization requirement.
The processes involved under a coscheduled job are related with themselves. The workflow of the
processes of the parallel job can be in any of the types mentioned in [12], [5]. This work
considered the flow of processes under coscheduled job to be of type workflow chain [5] as
mentioned in Figure 1. The starting process should complete its execution and then the next
process will start its execution and it continues till the last process under that coscheduled job and
thus the execution will complete for every coscheduled job.
In some kind of workflows, this form of workflow chain is common. Consider the workflow
available in High Energy Physics [8]. The HEPTrails workflow contains modules that support
streaming workflows that process data as it becomes available and make the data available for
further processing. Each module’s individual operations are fine-grained, the module’s
communication overhead can be greater than operations themselves.
In many parallel job scheduling techniques, the workload considered is focused on serial jobs [9],
serial and I/O intensive jobs [1], batch jobs [3], [10] and the performance is evaluated. But
considering the communication intensive jobs is lagging. This work concentrates on scheduling
the communication intensive jobs on clusters for reducing the communication overhead among
various processors in clusters and thus to achieve better system utilization.

Figure 1. Workflow Chain
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If the parallel jobs are in need of communicating between themselves, then using the existing
techniques [1], [3], there will be performance degradation due to communication overhead. To
avoid the communication overhead and to improve the performance of the cluster or any high
performance computing environment, communication aware scheduling (CAS) is devised [15]. In
CAS, coscheduled job is considered for parallel job. But the comparisons with the existing
techniques are not done. This paper focuses the comparison of the communication aware
scheduling with local scheduling (LS), extended implicit coscheduling (ICS) and extended
explicit coscheduling (ECS) techniques.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN
An important goal of any parallel system scheduler is to promote the productivity of its users. To
achieve high productivity, the scheduler has to keep its users satisfied and motivate them to
submit more jobs. Due to high costs involved in deploying a new scheduler, it is uncommon to
experiment with new designs in reality for the first time. Instead, whenever a new scheduler is
proposed, it is first evaluated in simulation, and only if it demonstrates significant improvement
in performance can then become a candidate for an actual deployment. The role of simulation is
thus crucial for the choices made in reality [11]. Here the scheduling system is simulated and
monitored using Java with version jdk1.6.

3.1. System Setup
The cluster system of 124 nodes is considered for system environment, in which one node act as a
head node, while other nodes are compute nodes. The head node is responsible for scheduling the
jobs to the compute nodes. Users have to submit the jobs to the head node. It is assumed that the
scheduler is able to schedule a job per second. The entire cluster system is assumed to be fully
connected and no communication delay exists. The head node or scheduler can schedule a job per
second to the available nodes. The selection of node is based on the scheduling algorithm used. It
is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Architecture of a typical Cluster

3.2. Workload Consideration
The performance of a computer system depends not only on its design and implementation, but
also on the workload to which it is subjected. Different workloads may lead to different
performance and in some cases to different relative ranking of systems or designs. Using
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representative workloads is therefore crucial in order to obtain reliable performance evaluation
results. One way to obtain representative workloads is to use real workloads from production
systems [4]. Here the real workload from Grid5000 is considered for performance evaluation of
the system [13].

4. SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
There are various literatures that describe different scheduling algorithms. They are based on the
workload consideration as the key point. Communication aware scheduling algorithm is devised
by considering the different kinds of workloads such as serial jobs or parallel jobs [15]. The
performance is evaluated using two parameters namely: idle time of nodes and wait time of jobs.
There are three important parallel job scheduling algorithms namely: local scheduling, explicit
coscheduling and implicit coscheduling [3].

4.1. Sample Scenario of Workload
To know the details of the algorithm in a clear manner, let us consider a sample workload of 6
jobs out of which the jobs with job id 1, 3 and 6 are serial and the jobs with job id 2, 4 and 5 are
parallel in nature and their dependencies, runtime is shown in Table 1. Cosched_id shows the
order in which the parallel job has to run. Let us consider we are having 4 compute nodes under
which the given jobs are to be allocated and they are specified as n1, n2, n3 and n4.
Table 1. Sample Jobs with runtime

Job_id
1
2
2
2
2
3
4
4
5
5
5
6

Job type
Serial
Parallel
Parallel
Parallel
Parallel
Serial
Parallel
Parallel
Parallel
Parallel
Parallel
Serial

Cosched_id
1
2
3
4
1
2
1
2
3
-

Job_id for graph
1
21
22
23
24
3
41
42
51
52
53
6

Runtime(seconds)
5
1
1
1
1
5
2
2
1
1
1
5

4.2. Local Scheduling
In this scheduling strategy, the jobs are scheduled similar to First Come First Serve basis. Any
incoming job is scheduled to the available nodes in a serial order i.e. the nodes from node 1
through node 123 are filled according to the nodes that are free. Any kinds of jobs can be
scheduled using this strategy. Thus serial jobs, parallel jobs, mixed jobs and dynamic jobs are
scheduled and their performance are evaluated by finding the idle time of nodes and wait time of
jobs. For the sample workload mentioned in Table 1, the scheduling of jobs using local
scheduling is given in Figure 3, with the assumption that scheduler will take one second for every
job to submit to the worker node.
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Figure 3. Local scheduling for sample workload

Figure 4. Explicit coscheduling for sample workload

4.3. Extended explicit coscheduling
This technique is developed specifically for scheduling the parallel jobs. Each parallel job is split
into number of processes and every process is assigned to the processors at the same time. After
the completion of a single parallel job, the next parallel job will enter into the system for
execution. Here we are considering a system with 123 nodes for processing. A slight modification
is made for this work in the algorithm and the name of algorithm is called Extended explicit
coscheduling. Instead of scheduling a single parallel job, the system is assumed to schedule with
n number of jobs if the system is ready to occupy n number of jobs at a time. For the sample
workload mentioned in Table 1, the scheduling of jobs using explicit coscheduling is given in
Figure 4 and using extended explicit coscheduling is given in Figure 5. While using explicit
coscheduling, more number of time slots are left idle. Refer Figure 4. Hence the extension to this
5
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algorithm is made as extended explicit coscheduling where the idle time slots are less compared
to the idle time slots of implicit coscheduling. Refer Figure 5.

Figure 5. Extended explicit coscheduling for sample workload

4.4. Extended implicit coscheduling
This technique is developed specifically for scheduling the parallel jobs. Each parallel job is split
into number of processes and every process is assigned to the processors but with small time
difference between them. Here also the modification is carried out for this work i.e. instead of
scheduling a single parallel job, the system can able to handle n number of jobs if the n number of
jobs can be accommodated at a time. The algorithm contains the modification is called extended
implicit coscheduling. For the sample workload mentioned in Table 1, the scheduling of jobs
using implicit coscheduling is given in Figure 6 and using extended implicit coscheduling is
given in Figure 7. While using implicit coscheduling, more number of time slots are left idle.
Refer Figure 6. Hence the extension to this algorithm is made as extended implicit coscheduling
where the idle time slots are less compared to the idle time slots of implicit coscheduling. Refer
Figure 7.

Figure 6. Implicit coscheduling for sample workload
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Figure 7. Extended implicit coscheduling for sample workload

4.5. Communication aware scheduling
This technique is developed for handling different kinds of workloads such as serial jobs, parallel
jobs, mixed jobs and dynamic jobs [15]. For communication aware scheduling, the runtime for
sample workload given in Table 1 is given in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Communication aware scheduling for sample workload

According to the nature of the scheduling algorithms, the usage for various workloads is specified
in the Table 2. ‘A’ specifies that the particular scheduling algorithm is applicable for the specified
workload and ‘NA’ specifies that the particular algorithm is not applicable for that specified
workload.
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Table 2. Scheduling Algorithms Usage

Types of
Workloads
Serial
Parallel
Mixed
Dynamic

Scheduling Algorithms
LS
ECS
A
NA
A
A
A
NA
A
NA

ICS
NA
A
NA
NA

CAS
A
A
A
A

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
The performance of communication aware scheduling is evaluated by comparing the performance
with local scheduling, extended explicit coscheduling and extended implicit coscheduling
techniques based on the wait time of jobs and idle time of nodes. The entire work is classified
according to the type of jobs considered.

5.1. Scheduling Serial Jobs
Here the first 300 serial jobs from Grid5000 workload are considered. The scheduler is filled with
first 300 jobs. At the end of scheduling, the average idle time of nodes and the average wait time
of jobs are calculated using communication aware scheduling and local scheduling, the results are
shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 respectively.

Figure 9. Average idle time of nodes at the end of scheduling serial jobs

Figure 10. Average wait time of jobs at the end of scheduling serial jobs
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5.2. Scheduling Parallel Jobs
Here the first 300 parallel jobs are from Grid5000 is considered. The scheduler is filled with first
300 parallel jobs. At the end of scheduling, average idle time of nodes and the average wait time
of jobs are calculated using communication aware scheduling, local scheduling, extended explicit
coscheduling and extended implicit coscheduling, the results are shown in Figure 11 and Figure
12 respectively.

Figure 11. Average idle time of nodes at the end of scheduling parallel jobs

Figure 12. Average wait time of jobs at the end of scheduling parallel jobs

5.3. Scheduling Mixed Jobs
Here equivalent mixture of 150 serial jobs and 150 parallel jobs is considered. The scheduler is
designed such that it can able to schedule 25 equivalent mixture of serial and parallel jobs in an
alternative manner. At the end of scheduling, the average wait time of jobs and average idle time
of nodes are calculated using communication aware scheduling and local scheduling and the
results are shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14 respectively.
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Figure 13. Average wait time of jobs at the end of scheduling mixed jobs

Figure 14. Average idle time of nodes at the end of scheduling mixed jobs

5.4. Scheduling dynamic jobs
If the user is not sure about the number of serial or parallel jobs, then he can classify the incoming
jobs under this category. The scheduler can able to schedule any job combination whether it is
only serial, only parallel, equal mixture of serial and parallel or any mixture of serial and parallel
job types. For this kind of workload, the scheduler is filled with random 300 jobs from Grid5000
workload. At the end of scheduling, the average wait time of jobs and average idle time of nodes
are calculated using communication aware scheduling and local scheduling and the results are
shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16 respectively.
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Figure 15. Average wait time of jobs at the end of scheduling dynamic jobs

Figure 16. Average idle time of nodes at the end of scheduling dynamic jobs

We can compare the performance according to the types of jobs while scheduling. While
scheduling serial jobs, by considering Figure 9, it is observed that average idle time of nodes is
100 seconds for communication aware scheduling and for local scheduling also the same value
obtained. From Figure 10, it is observed that average wait time of jobs is 118 seconds for
communication aware scheduling and for local scheduling also the same value obtained.
While scheduling parallel jobs, by considering Figure 11, it is observed that average idle time of
nodes is 88 seconds for communication aware scheduling whereas for local scheduling, it is 6844
seconds, for extended explicit coscheduling, it is 13212 seconds and for extended implicit
coscheduling, it is 7502 seconds. From Figure 12, it is observed that average wait time of jobs is
30 seconds for communication aware scheduling whereas for local scheduling, it is 251 seconds,
for extended explicit coscheduling, it is 191 seconds and for extended implicit coscheduling, it is
146 seconds.
While scheduling mixed jobs, by considering Figure 14, it is observed that average idle time of
nodes is 88 seconds for communication aware scheduling whereas for local scheduling, it is 476
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seconds. By considering the Figure 13, it is observed that average wait time of jobs is 1798
seconds for communication aware scheduling whereas for local scheduling, it is 125 seconds.
While scheduling dynamic jobs, by considering Figure 16, it is observed that average idle time of
nodes is 152 seconds for communication aware scheduling and for local scheduling, it is 156
seconds. From Figure 15, it is observed that the average wait time of the jobs is 0 second for
communication aware scheduling and for local scheduling, it is 3 seconds.

6. C ONCLUSION
Hence we can conclude that communication aware scheduling performs equal to local scheduling
in case of serial jobs. In the case of parallel jobs, communication aware scheduling performs
better than local scheduling, extended explicit coscheduling and extended implicit coscheduling
techniques. For mixed jobs, communication aware scheduling gave more wait time compared to
local scheduling whereas in dynamic jobs, communication aware scheduling performs well when
compared to local scheduling. Hence it is concluded that communication aware scheduling is well
suited for parallel job scheduling when compared to local scheduling, extended explicit
coscheduling and extended implicit coscheduling techniques. Also, communication aware
scheduling is able to handle different kinds of job types.
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